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Address TOSH France 
Chemin du Coteau 
Beynost

Country France

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
 TOSH 100% Italian production, ranges from the construction of small pad printing machines up to the manufacture of totally automated plants, made
to order, to satisfy the particular needs of our clients.

Our design and manufacture, performed entirely in house, sustained by an original and innovative vocation of choices, has permitted TOSH to develop
a range of machines that has reached more than twenty different print heads today: differing in the intensity of the print and their operating principles,
they may be divided into two series: one suitable for applications where higher production tempos are sought while the other satisfies the broadest
variation of flexible operational requirements, anticipating and conditioning marketing trends.

In the same way, from the very beginning of its operations, the approach undertaken by TOSH could not have been different regarding all of the
consumables linked to the technique of pad printing. 

Thanks to constant research, TOSH has succeeded in developing and producing in its laboratories a range of inks, ink additives, pads, plates, blades,
blading rings and whatever else necessary to obtain the highest quality printing possible from a pad printing machine.
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